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Reasons teens dislike writing

• They don’t like using pens

• It’s old-fashioned

• They lack real-life experience

• Stressful associations

• They lack strategies, skills and techniques

• They haven’t done enough deliberate practice

• ...
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Sample of students’ writing
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Writing tasks that teenagers don’t hate:

• traditional tasks with a creative twist

• an element of the unexpected

• options and alternatives to choose from

• an added challenge 

• ‘joint hardship’ (enduring pain together)
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Adding unexpected challenges

What makes them effective?

There is something about a seemingly pointless challenge 

that many teenagers cannot resist.

‘Challenge accepted’ meme
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1. Time limits for writing

Set a time limit instead of a word limit

• Works well with flexible, open-ended writing tasks 

• Effective in mixed-ability groups

• Students agree on a time and set the timer
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2. Unusual constraints

Add additional constraints and arbitrary requirements, eg:

• Try not to use the letter J

• Use six different ‘colour’ words in the email
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3. Random phrases

Making a hotel reservation

Include the phrases:

“a whisker from the beard of Charles Darwin”

and “a warm glass of Sri Lankan mango juice ”
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4. Homework selfie

To deter students from doing ‘corridor-work’…

• ask students to send/upload a homework selfie

• vote for the most creative photo

• winner gets a classroom privilege
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4. Homework selfie
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5. Convert to QR code

If students are interested in technology…

• occasionally invite them to convert writing into QR code

• use your phone’s QR-code reader to access the text

• optional idea: convert your feedback into QR code, too
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5. Convert to QR code
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6. Creative problem solving

You are alone, locked inside the bathroom.

You have no mobile device.

Send a message or get someone’s attention 

Use the things in the bathrooom:

• nail clippers

• toothpaste

• loofah

• comb 
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6. Creative problem solving
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7. Setting-problem-resolution stories

Collaborative writing activity in groups of 3

• each student has a blank piece of paper

• each student writes paragraph 1: setting the scene

• rotate, read, add the next paragraph

• paragraph 2 introduces a problem

• rotate, read, add the final paragraph

• paragraph 3 resolves the problem
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8. Left hand, right hand
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8. Left hand, right hand

• Write two sentences: one left-handed, one right-handed

• compare the sentences

• choose human qualities to describe each set of handwriting

• imagine a conversation between your left hand and right 

hand

• write the dialogue down

• switch the pen from hand to hand for each new turn
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9. Write the first sentence

• show students a book they haven’t read

• their task is to write the first sentence

• show them the blurb

• invite them to ask questions

• students write their sentence on slips of paper

• read out all the sentences (students’ + actual first 

sentence)

• vote for favourite
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9. Write the first sentence
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10. Hidden song lyrics

Standard writing task with a creative ‘song lyrics challenge’

• students plan their writing

• they also choose a well-known song and find the lyrics

• select four lines from the song

• ‘smuggle’ those lyrics into their text 

• share, read, try to identify the lyrics and song
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10. Hidden song lyrics

A visitor writes...

There’s so much to discover in this city. I love walking around, 

every day discovering something brand new. You’ll probably 

see me in one of the cafés. Come over and start up a 

conversation with just me. I’d be happy to show you around. 

Come on now, follow my lead. I’ll drag you into all the 

bookshops, though. I can browse in bookshops for hours. I 

may be crazy, don't mind me.
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Ed Sheeran – Shape of You
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